12 Magazine, 113 articles and writeups, 12 months and countless friends made for life. Thank you, Round Table, for the opportunity to serve as the Public Relations Officer for The Round Table International board of 2020-21. I have known for years not that Round Table is the best young organisation in this world, during my tenure I further learned why. Because along with an invincible jubilant approach to life we also carry empathy in our hearts. This is a tough year what I saw with my eyes in India and through articles and communication from across the world, I saw tablers going out of the way to help the world fight this pandemic. And I saw that every act of kindness was spreading in this brotherhood encouraging all tablers to do the same. As I compile the last edition of the magazine for 2020-21 and hand over the baton to Paul Hoeksema, a man I don’t only admire but I’ve become a fan of sorts, I thank President DK Singh for putting his trust in me and the PRO team. I thank Vice President Graham Cornelissen and RTI University Manager Jayant Agrawal for guiding me and correcting me through the year. Thank you Regional Chairman Marcello Cucinotta, Luca Carbone, Siddhant Gupta, Ibrahim Mojoo and John Clark for ensuring all articles reach in time and my team Paul Hoeksema, Vishal Sadarjoshi, and Gaurav Khanna for everything it was never I or me it was always us. Gilles Walers, Robert Kerins, Daniel Steffen, Paul Vreeburg and Lucien Douwes thank you for being there I have learned so much from all of you. Hope to see you all at the World Meet Fellowship in Dubai.

Cheers

Vinay Agarwal
PRO Round Table International
Diversity in geography and culture is what Round Table believes is one of its major strengths. RTI University, with an aim to get the leaders of associations for the year 2021-22 better prepared, introduced a 8 hours long 2 day training program "Preparing For the President's Year" in zoom platform. We can highlight this program as a perfect way of adopting to the situation and the getting the best out of which we tablers are well known for.

The training was well participated by more than 30 future board members from 21 associations. Designing the program after careful understanding of the needs of different associations, making an analysis on the complexity of difference in culture across tabling fraternity was a big challenge, which was very well overcome by the team of facilitators of Narendra Agarwal (India), Himanshu Gupta (India), Jerône De Graaf (Netherlands) and Majid Tunda (Mauritius). The whole effort was very well supported and guided by DK Singh and Graham Cornelissen.

Participative and Interactive methodology was used at the best possible way. Getting the feedback from participants after the training ensured that the following objectives were met:

a) Focus and purpose
b) Goal & strategy
c) Leadership capabilities
d) Importance of team work
e) Effective Communication methodology
f) Out of the box thinking
g) Knowing RT International better
h) Membership growth hacks
i) Understanding your roles and responsibilities
One of the biggest hidden objectives that were accomplished was the bonding and the friendship that could be built up with the participants. As all of them belonged to some decision making position at their association level, it seems this training provided a platform for them to share, discuss and plan effective and efficient strategies. Being future counselors, the degree of acceptability among them to each other’s ideas will be higher.

This training program definitely gave an in depth insight on the possibility and opportunity that leadership and personality workshops and programs will have at the international fraternity. The constructive feedback received after the program will definitely help in making enhanced and value addition programs.
WORLD MEETING FELLOWSHIP 2021
23 - 26 SEPTEMBER | CROWN PLAZA HOTEL DUBAI

Registrations:
Single: 425 Euro per person
Double: 325 Euro per person

Price includes: Hotel accommodation
Breakfast: 24th to 26th | Lunch: 24th & 25th | Dinner: 25th
Mandatory Tourism Dirham fee
Excludes: Airfare, Visa, airport transfers, hard liquor, site seeing etc.

Kindly check all travel regulations to & from your country before registration
Registration cut-off date: 13th September | Bookings are non-refundable
Registrations capped at 150 (only fully paid registrations qualify)

TO REGISTER PLEASE VISIT: wm.round-table.org

For queries or more information please contact RTI President DK Singh:
mail: president@round-table.org | WhatsApp: +91 971 922 3333
The RT Family Waste Challenge
Act NOW and start cleaning from the 1st to the 18th of September 2021.

Background:
World Cleanup Day harnesses the power of people around the world to achieve incredible things by joining together. This idea began in Estonia in 2008, where 50,000 people united to clean up the entire country in just five hours. This captured the imaginations of the masses and inspired a diverse audience worldwide. World Cleanup Day in 2020 united more than 11 million people in 166 countries, who collected an astounding 280,000 tons of waste despite the ongoing Covid restrictions.

Why Cleaning up is important?
We are regularly annoyed by the amount of waste in our streets & parks. Some of this waste will eventually decay, but not all. During this process, it may smell or generate methane gas, which can be explosive & contributes to the greenhouse effect & causes pollution. Waste is also a common breeding ground for viruses & bacteria & plays a role in climate change that could make the earth uninhabitable. By taking part in this project, we become part of "THE BIGGER PICTURE" & change the world to become a better place for all of us.

As Round Table Family members we need to act! Our network of almost 100,000 members can make a real difference in our local communities. LET US ACT NOW TO PROTECT THE FUTURE FOR GENERATIONS TO COME!

What do we want to achieve?
Our goal is that the members from the RT Family unite in cleaning up our environment. By cleaning up our local communities, we change the world & make it a better, cleaner, & safer place to live in. We want to challenge every club & every member of the RT Family to participate in the Waste Challenge in the first half of September (1-18 September 2021). Playing your part is easy; you only have to schedule a couple of hours to clean up the waste in your community. Remember to discard or recycle the plastic & other waste/litter you collect properly.

Use all possible models of marketing your efforts on various social media platforms. Contact local radio & newspaper to advertise under their different community calendars. Challenge one another, challenge clubs within your association or challenge members of the RT Family. Most importantly, have fun while we change the world & make it a better, cleaner, & safer place to live in.

Your role in the Global Waste Challenge:
1. Mobilize your club, area, or association to join the Waste Challenge from 1st to 18 September 2021
2. Choose a location that you want to clean up.
3. Set out a marketing plan to get as many people and as much of society on board.
4. Plan the date & time and till when you want to run the project.
6. Take pictures, make videos, & spread the word on social media both locally & internationally.
7. All social media posts using the hashtags below will be considered to feature in a video to be made featuring the amazing work being done by all our members

The hashtags you can use on social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and LinkedIn, etc.) are: #WasteChallenge, #LetsCleanUpTheWorld, #SidebySide, #LadiesCircleInternational, #RTInternational, #AgoraClubInternational, #TangentClubInternational, #41ClubInternational, #RoundTableFamily

The RT Family members would like to emphasize once more that all members must adhere to your local Covid 19 protocols and restrictions. We want to encourage all our members, families, & communities always to stay safe.

The Round Table Family
Firstly, each Organisation will be required to appoint at least one Money Laundering Reporting Officer who must implement due diligence procedures with respect to receiving and donating monies.

Secondly, each Organisation will take appropriate steps to identify, assess and understand the risks of money laundering.

These changes will be top down, so RTI will require its member organisations to implement these systems and the member organisations will then feed down any requirements to an Area/Regional level.

RTI itself will appoint a Money Laundering Reporting Officer to oversee the implementation by members of these requirements and provide assistance.

Assistance
In March this year I gave a short seminar via the RTI University to some brother Tablers and sister Circlers on this topic. I will be giving another seminar in the near future and in the meantime, feel free to contact me should you have any questions.

Yours in International Tabling,

Nick Gomez
RT1 Gibraltar

AML Article for RTI Newsletter

I write to introduce you to a subject which I have been spearheading for the benefit of the organisation as a whole and for which we will be seeing changes taking place in the near future.

The subject is Anti-Money Laundering or AML for short and its processes can be seen on a daily basis around the world. An obvious example of AML and its processes is when you open a bank account and you are asked to provide details and documents about yourself, your employment, and your source of funds. The bank does this for several reasons and one is in order to understand where your money comes from.

As an organisation with close to 30,000 members worldwide which raises more than €30 million a year for charity and community service projects, we are a shining example to the rest of the world.

However, we must be wary of those that might seek to take advantage of our good will, hard work and generosity.

Around the world there have been laws and processes to combat Money Laundering since at least the 1930's. Nowadays there is very clear guidance on what organisations such as ours should do to prevent this type of crime. All member organisations have local laws which deal with this and which they must adhere to.

RTI Requirements
We all take our obligations very seriously and so RTI has implemented the following requirements for all Member Organisations.
Becoming an official member of Round Table!

Sapperlot, what a sensational trip!

I still remember this story as it was yesterday. Back to the time being an aspirant, we had our main event from RT235 Amberg-Sulzbach in the heart of Bavaria, Germany. It was a pretty hot day in the summer of 2019. We organized waterslides, kids were jumping in pools, splashing with water, and enjoying fun games at an aqua-zorbing-arena, all in the middle of the town during the Table’s main event – WATERSPLASH! We were making people happy, having a great weekend and raising money for donations in the region.

Later this night, I talked to other tablers, we shared some good laughs (actually they were strangers to me – but it felt like we knew each other for years) and everyone was very interested when I told them, I wasn’t even a member of Round Table yet but an aspirant. They told me their stories about becoming a tabler and I was listening with great interest.

It’s Nations Night:

As you can see on my gracile physique (but hey, it’s getting better) I am very interested in good food and drinks. So this night just seemed to be right for me. Trying good and new food, tasting new flavors and enjoining cold drinks from all over the world.

We were all styled up in our traditional Bavarian outfits with Leder hose and Haferlschuhe. I got to know more and more people with whom we were celebrating together. Thanks to the guy from RT90 Finland, who gave me his Icehockey shirt – this was my first exchange gift! Back at the hotel bar in the middle of the night (yes the bar again) we danced, laughed and just had a good time once again. One of our members introduced me to some other guys and gave me his personal coin (which I carry all the time in my wallet).
It’s Gala Dinner:
Well rested, after 64 minutes of sleep, we started together for our last day at the RTIWM. Some guys visited the famous castle, I decided to do the sightseeing tour. A very interesting and beautiful city – I can only recommend! We explored the city, had lunch, met other tablers, shared stories, shared drinks (again) and laughed a lot (again). Back at the hotel, we, or at least the actual members of our table, suited up with our traditional yellow suspenders. Maybe some of you guys know, that the yellow suspenders are the trademark of our Round Table 235. The guys told me that they may give me a pair of them before we leave to dinner. Just before the shuttle arrived, they told me they forgot my yellow suspenders in Germany. I wasn’t even mad at them – the weekend was just too great. “It’s just a nice dinner, there will be some presentations and then we need to go back to the hotel in a hurry to catch our flight back home”, they told me. “Ok then, let’s go”, I thought. We were on our way to Brasov for the big dining hall with well over 1,500 tablers and ladies from all around the world.

Sometimes you win, sometimes you lose. I won some new friends the days before and I lost my voice from singing all along to the music during the nations night. Unknowingly to me, the next few hours would be my personal highlight of the whole trip and a real lifetime experience. At this time I had just no idea about what was going to happen.

We had dinner in the very well decorated dining hall, listened to the presentation from Round Table International President Sebastian Walter and just had a good time. Everything seemed to be just right. Until, suddenly, our conversation was interrupted by the RTI president. His voice, coming from every single loudspeaker around me and which was thusechoed through the whole hall said my name:”... Jonas Schwarzer! ..."

My pulse shot up to at least 235 beats per minute, I assume. Totally baffled, I looked into the laughing faces of my tabling brothers, who were all having a blast. "You've to get on stage right now!!" they shouted and laughed in my face. I was shocked.

Is this true?
What the heck is going on here?
Then I heard Sebastian Walter on stage shouting my name once again, all underlined by the shouts from my friends: "Go! Go! You're supposed to be up there right now!"

Quite nervously, I took step by step toward the stage.
To me it was the longest path I ever had to walk.
Finally, I made it.
I was on stage, looking into shining bright spotlights in front of all these people.
The question I asked myself: “What am I supposed to do now? Smile? Looking serious?”
Two more and likewise nervous faces made their way up to the stage.
Now there we were, 3 tense guys who didn't have a clue what was going to happen.
I was standing right next to Sebastian when he turned to me and asked: "Do you even know why you are up here?", and was expecting an answer.
My hard English training of 8 years in school finally paid off.
I managed to say: "Not exactly?", still looking clueless at him.

Just now I realized what was going to happen: I will become an official member of Round Table!
Sapper lot, what an incredible moment!
Breathe in - enjoy.
We are one of the first guys to get the "On Fire for tabling" pin.
Smiling into the cameras, hearing clapping from the whole audience.
I couldn't stop grinning, from ear to ear.
Back to earth - down from the stage.

My eight RT235 brothers who joined me to this trip, as well as countless other wonderful people, fell into my arms. They hugged and congratulated me! That was such an incredible and overwhelming feeling!
I received the official Round Table certificate, which was displayed in a nice cardboard box. But wait - one moment! I have seen this box before! Irony of fate - I put exactly this same cardboard box into my own backpack due to lack of space of my friends. I carried it myself all the way from Amberg-Sulzbach to Brasov. I even put them in our room. No joke, I even peeked into it briefly. But of course, I didn’t notice that this was my certificate.

Being an official member now, more precisely a member of the wonderful Round Table Amberg-Sulzbach, I was given the yellow suspenders by our vice-president Blenzi who came along with us. Immediately there after, I received countless more congratulations and pins. At 10:48 p.m., I was back on my chair with an overwhelming feeling. We then enjoyed the last hours of this phenomenal night, because at 3:00 a.m. we already had to be on our way to the airport.

What an experience. I could not have had imagined a better start to my Round Table life.

Thank you guys! Thank you Round Table!

---

**Chari Tree: A project that combines the benefits for reforestation and to support social non-profit organisations**

The idea of selling trees was born because in Flanders, Belgium our forested land cover is far below the worldwide average. Also, effects of climate change can be clearly noticed here. Besides the important role of forests in climate change problematic, they also play a crucial role in mental well being. And now especially in these difficult times during Covid-19 lockdown. Therefore, we successfully initiated the financing to forest a 1.6ha big agriculture land. The trees will be planted in November 2021. We involve youth movement and work with institutional partners so the practical aspect of the project and future forest management is covered by experts.

We had a tremendous kick-off with our project. For 5€ you can contribute to our forest and a better world. The purchase is strictly online: www.charitree.be . With the 5€ we cover the purchase of 1 tree (about 1€) and we can collect 4€ for supporting social non-profit organizations in our town Hoogstraten. This year we have chosen to mainly support youth non-profit organizations.

Are we the first “green” Round Table? If all of our members yearly drive 15.000km by car, then we roughly need to forest about 5 ha in order to compensate year after year our CO2 emissions by car transport. A “green” Round Table is not our goal, it’s just a different way of thinking in an always more rapidly changing world.

Since the kick-off project is a success, we are already planning another reforestation project for the end of 2021. Also we are prepared and enthusiastically to help other Round Tables in Belgium and abroad to start their own Chari Tree. Together we strive for a better, greener, healthier environment and support local non-profit organizations. This is adopt, adapt, improve in practice!

Best regards!
**The Chari Tree-team**, RT112 Hoogstraten
AGM PRE-TOUR
6 JUNE - 10 JUNE 2022

THE FLYING DUTCHMAN TOUR
COSTS: € 450,-
MAX 24 TICKETS!
WWW.AGM2022.NL

CONVENORS
JULE GOSSCHALK & HARMEN BOOT
PRETOUR@ROUNDTABLE.NL
Dear RTI & RTI Family members

Yet again an interesting year has almost come to a close. As the Africa, Middle East & Indian Ocean Chairman which is the most diverse region in many fronts. It is truly amazing to see what can be achieved when there is heart and soul put into achieving a goal, the end result is remarkable.

This has truly been an extraordinary year however you can say that this year has given Tablers across the world a chance to shine and showcase what we are about.

Every association has carried out some form of community service which has made a great impact in their respective societies. From Building a school block in one of the hardest to reach areas to giving out blankets in the midst of winter to those that need it most.

It is pleasing to see that Tablers worldwide have lived up to their title of being called Tablers. They have been resilient through these tough times but never the less they have forged ahead and touched the lives of many and have brought smiles to people who have had very little to smile about.

This year the AMI region embarked on a project to help conserve the environment by planting more than 50,000 trees. This is the first environmental project embraced by the region. I had the great pleasure of planting a tree with our esteemed Vice President Graham Cornelissen in my home town of Blantyre.

I remember where we once had table meetings physically and we took that for granted until we had to use an online software to meet our friends, we should consider ourselves as blessed to be where we are today and to be able to have the chance to do what we are doing. Despite all the challenges faced this year one thing that gives me great satisfaction is the fact that Tablers always seem to find ways to adapt to the environment they are placed in which indeed lives up to our motto of “Adopt Adapt & Improve” It is in my prayer that we all remain safe and in great health and until we meet again physically which we all look forward to.

Keep outdoing yourself as Tablers, Keep on giving people something to smile about, keeping shining, always be a proud Tabler and uphold the values that Round Table has taught us.

Yours In International Tabling and Friendship

Ibrahim Mojoo
AMI Chairman 2020/2021
Round Table AMI Region
Round Table AMI Region

ONE UNIT OF YOUR BLOOD CAN SAVE UP TO 3 LIVES, BECOME A BLOOD BROTHER.
SATURDAY 13 MARCH 2021
Mzuzu, Lilongwe & Blantyre

GIVE BLOOD = SAVE LIVES
ROUND TABLE MALAWI

#UNITY #STRENGTH #NUMBERS #RTMW
Round Table AMI Region
Round Table ASPA Region

ASPA - The region which boasts of RT India as the single biggest association of RTInternational is also the region with maximum number of Emerging nations.

From New Zealand to Hong Kong, from Sri Lanka to Nepal – Tablers from at-least 25 different nations have travelled from all over the world & made Asia as their second home – makes the ASPA's 10 member nations, home to about 5200+ members as diverse, vibrant and colourful as it can get. As unfortunate the pandemic has proven to be, for some more than the others, we lost some of our brothers and loved ones and I pray to the almighty – to bless the departed soul!

With the domestic lockdowns & border freeze in force for a major part of the year, we spent a large part of year meeting and greeting virtually and I could only have the privilege to travel to India & Nepal outside of my own association during the year and I witnessed firsthand how beautifully the movement of Round Table has expanded.

To share a few highlights of the region –
- RT Bangladesh – The most active of the emerging nations in the country Chartered their table 2 in the capital city Dhaka. The team has been very instrumental in organizing several community service activities like Blanket Distribution, Food Donation, Women's Health Awareness camp and Sanitary pad distribution and many more.
- RT India executed over 94 FTE projects covering 353 classrooms with a spend of over 2.3M Euros.
- RT India started a new facet with project Health Enhancement & Active Living which in its very First Year of inception had funds raised north of 6.3M Euros.
- Round Table India partnership with IPL team Punjab Kings XI and a few others to fund medical resources – and procured Over 4600 Oxygen concentrators from overseas with Project Outlay of above 2.6M Euros when the country was struggling with medical resources.
- RT Singapore & Hong Kong – Both Singapore & HK are very transient nations where people fly-in fly-out way too frequently, making it very challenging to have continued support from the members towards community service projects. This year they both have been able to start to recruit young locals and/or businessmen which gives them much more stability.
- RT Singapore & Hong Kong – in the absence of their flagship charity fundraiser Pedal Kart managed to raise upwards of Euros 74K (HKD 700k) via the Million Dollar Fund Challenge.
- RT SriLanka – After 4 arduous years of struggle – RT SriLanka was able to inaugurate their 10th table and the 1st one in North of Sri Lanka @ Jaffna.
- Signed and MOU with World Vision.
- RT Nepal – inaugurated it's 54th FTE school this year and 2 table charters at the same time 1 of which has increased RT Nepal's footprint in a new city.
- RT Philippines - despite being hit with 2 major natural disasters while taking the brunt of pandemic as well has been successful in increasing their membership – for a country with 3 tables this a rocking achievement!

A new facet of cross border fellowship through service was initiated at ASPA this year via ASPA International Project collaboration and that has got 3 projects started in 2 countries.
- RT Srilanka started its first ever FTE project
- RT Bangladesh started their first long term project of installing Water Filtration Plant at a rural school and donation of an Oxygen Concentrator to a medical Institution.

Interesting! Mayhem! Cry for help! Nothing like ever before!

Whatever be the adjective we use for this tabling year, chances are that they will all be true in one way or another! We have certainly had an year of highs and lows but we have sure come out stronger at the other!
Round Table ASPA Region
Round Table ASPA Region
Round Table ASPA Region
RTI UNIVERSITY PRESENTS

VINAY AGRAWAL
PUBLIC RELATIONS
ROUND TABLE INTERNATIONAL

GAURAV KHANNA
IT MANAGER,
ROUND TABLE INTERNATIONAL

GOOGLE GRANT STRATEGY

LIVE WEBINAR
10TH SEP 2021, 18:00 CEST

https://www.facebook.com/RoundTableInternational
26th March 2021 Friday Bangladesh celebrate 50th years of
Independence day. For Bangladeshis in their motherland and the
world over, celebrating 50 years of their independence this is
indeed a milestone. On the occasion of 50th Years of Bangladesh
Independence day Dhaka Round Table -1 arrange independence
day cycle ride to celebrate this day. This event was held two
different place in Bangladesh.

Cycle ride at Khulna City
On the occasion of 50th Years of Bangladesh Independence day
Dhaka Round Table -1 & Khulna Cyclist jointly arrange
Independence Day Ride - 2021. Friday 26th March 2021 with the
collaboration of Duranta Bicycle at Khulna city. Mr. S M Zahid
Hossain, President, Khulna Press club was present as a Chief Guest
& Professor Md. Alamgir Kabir, Commander, Khulna Metropolitan
Unit Command, Bangladesh Muktijoddha Sangsad & Mr. Khondoker
Abu Hasan, Assistant Police Commissioner, AC-Traffic, Khulna
Metropolitan Police - KMP was present as a special guest. More
than 180 cyclist was participated this ride. The cyclist ride main
main point of the city. Independence day cycle ride program
arrange by Dhaka Round Table - 1.

Cycle ride at Goaland Upazila, Rajbari District
On the occasion of 50th Years of Bangladesh Independence day
Dhaka Round Table -1 & Goalondo Cyclist jointly arrange
Independence Ride - 2021. Friday 26th March 2021 with the
collaboration of Duranta Bicycle at Government Kamrul Islam
College ground, Goaland Upazila, Rajbari District. Mr. Mostafa
Munshi, Honorable Upazila Parishad Chairman was present as a
Chief Guest & Mr. Nazrul Islam Mandol, Honorable Mayor, Goaland
City Corporation, Goalando was present as a special guest. More
than 120 cyclist was participated this ride. The cyclist ride main
main point of the city. Independence day cycle ride program
arrange by Dhaka Round Table - 1.
Round Table Bangladesh
In the current corona virus 2nd Phase (COVID-19) situation, Dhaka Round Table -1 with the help of GETWELL Face mask company has taken the initiative of awareness campaign & free mask distribution to keep people safe from the deadly grip of the (COVID-19) corona virus and spread awareness with the assistance of Dhaka Metropolitan Police - DMP, Traffic Gulshan Division. Thanks Mr. Md. Ashfaq Ahmed, Assistant Police Commissioner, AC - Traffic Mohakhali Zone, Dhaka Metropolitan Police - DMP for his present and cooperation. This time also present Mr. A K M Asaduzzaman & Mr. Mahfuz ul Amin Talukder, Traffic Inspector’s (TI) and others officers of Dhaka Metropolitan Police - DMP, Traffic Gulshan Division. To take part in this great initiative DRT Members, GETWELL stuff’s & Dhaka Metropolitan Police - Traffic Gulshan division ensure their safety and health protection and distribute 3000 pieces of mask and arrange awareness campaign at Dhaka City busy intersection Mohakhali traffic signal, Dhaka's busiest inter district Mohakhali bus terminal & Dhaka Famous tourist spot hatirjheel area. This free mask distribution and awareness campaign was held two different days.
Round Table Bangladesh
In association with LC Lithuania helping poor family to renovate their home (family lost mother and left father with 4 children)

In collaboration with RT47 Italy, collected money for 2 summer camps: one in Italy and one in Lithuania, for children who lost one or both parents.

Blood donation!
Blantyre 20 in conjunction with RT USA & RT ALOA district recently completed renovating a hostel block at a reformatory center where it was turned into an ICT Lab. Blantyre 20 have been visiting this Reformatory centre for the last 60 years and in celebration of us being present for 60 straight years we decided to do something with more meaning and value and by giving them a computer lab as it better prepares the children at this centre by giving them a skill of which they can use when introduced back into society. We hope to continue to make more improvements at the facility going forward. The official handover ceremony was graced with the presence of the Minister of Gender, Community Development, and social welfare.

Blantyre 20 recently reached out and donated Blankets to a local orphanage which houses 100 children. The timing was perfect for this donation as it was winter in Malawi and the country experienced an extremely cold front.
Blantyre 20, in line with the RTI waste challenge has already identified an area which they would like to help clean. The river which flows through the grounds of their shack has accumulated tons of waste and debris over the years and needs a clean-up. The waste collected will be sorted and most of it will be recycled.

**Roundtable Lilongwe32**

We are proud to have carried out the Ground-breaking Ceremony for our Streetwise Project here in the heart of Lilongwe.

Thanks to the donation of 41 club Germany, we are able to get the foundation of the new school block underway.

We are only 25% of the way there and need all the support we can get!

Please get in touch for more information or see our Go Funds Me below.

[https://gofund.me/439b5382](https://gofund.me/439b5382)

#RoundTableMalawi
#RoundTableLilongwe32
HOSTED BY
ROUND TABLE 17
BIELEFELD, GERMANY

YOUR EXTRAORDINARY BENEFITS!
INCLUDED

✔ HOTEL
✔ FOOD
✔ DRINKS

15.-17.10.2021

✔ MUSIC
✔ FRIENDS
✔ FUN

299€

BOOK NOW!

WWW.CEETM2020.DE
1. Graham is a member of which association
   - RTBI
   - Germany
   - Southern Africa
   - Canada

2. What is Graham’s RT Club number in this national association
   - 217
   - 218
   - 281
   - 271

3. In which year did Graham Join Round Table
   - 2014
   - 2016
   - 2017
   - 2018

4. Has Graham help any posts in RT International before becoming RTI VP
   - No
   - Yes, RTI Secretary
   - Yes, RTI Treasurer for one year
   - Yes, RTI Treasurer for two years

5. Is Graham’s wife a part of Ladies Circle International (LCI)
   - Board members
   - Graham is unmarried.
   - No, she is not a part of LC.
   - Yes, she is LCI Treasurer.
   - Yes, she is LCI President.

Friends welcome to the Know Your VP special edition quiz. All questions in this quiz are about RTI Vice President Graham Cornelissen. You can fill the quiz before 25th Aug 2021 on quiz.round-table.org. The tabler that wins the maximum number of the quiz will be recognized by RTI President at world meet 2021 with a special RTI Branded gift. Stay tuned for the next issue for the answers of Vol 11.
Quiz Volume - 12

1. When is the RTI World Meet 2021
   - a - 10th - 10th Sep
   - b - 17th - 18th Sep
   - c - 24th - 25th Sep
   - d - 1st - 2nd Oct

2. What is the mode of RTI World Meet 2021
   - a - Physical Only
   - b - Online Only
   - c - Online- With physical fellowship in Dubai

3. What is GSP initiated by the RTI Board of 2020-21
   - a - Generalized System of Preferences- It's a new feature on Tabler. World that aims at providing enhanced customisation to associations.
   - b - Global Sustainable Partnership- It's an initiative of RTI to seek global partners to further a mutual cause.
   - c - Global Service Project – In is an initiative of RTI to serve the society globally through 5 pre-defined pillars

4. What is Table Talk
   - a - An initiative to connect tables and encourage them to talk to members globally.
   - b - A Talk Show by RTI University where guest speakers discuss matters of key interest to members both tabling related and otherwise.
   - c - Encourage clubs to talk amongst themselves and seek joint projects

5. DK Singh is the first tabler from RT India to become International President after
   - a - 2 Years
   - b - 10 Years
   - c - First Ever
   - d - More than 15 Years

You can fill the quiz before 19th Sep 2021 on-quiz.round-table.org

The tabler that wins the maximum number of the quiz will be recognized by RTI President at world meet 2021 with a special RTI Branded gift.

Answers of the Quiz 12 will be emailed personally to everyone who participates.
WE EXPERTISE HOSPITALITY

MANUFACTURER & EXPORTER OF COPPERWARE & STAINLESS STEEL PRODUCTS.

BRONZERR IS ONE OF THE BEST PREMIER FOUNDRIES FOR COPPERWARE MAKING. OUR DEDICATION TO DETAIL AND EXCELLENCE HAS MADE US THE CHOICE OF MANY RENOWNED WORK IN COPPER.

Visit us on - www.bronzerr.in Email: bronzerr@hotmail.com CONTACT US ON: +91-9627606000